[1] We present vertically resolved thermospheric temperatures and NO abundances in terms of volume mixing ratio retrieved simultaneously from spectrally resolved 5.3 mm emissions recorded by the Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Spectroscopy (MIPAS) in its upper atmospheric observation mode during [2005][2006][2007][2008][2009]. These measurements are unique since they represent the first global observations of temperature and NO for both day and night conditions taken from space. A retrieval scheme has been developed which accounts for vibrational, rotational and spin-orbit non-LTE distributions of NO. Retrieved polar temperature and NO profiles have a vertical resolution of 5-10 km for high A p values, and degrade to 10-20 km for low A p conditions. Though retrieved NO abundances depend strongly on the atomic oxygen profile used in the non-LTE modeling, observations can be compared to model results in a consistent manner by applying a simple correction. Apart from this, total retrieval errors are dominated by instrumental noise. The typical single measurement precision of temperature and NO abundances are 5-40 K and 10-30%, respectively, for high A p values, increasing to 30-70 K for T k and 20-50% for NO VMR for low A p conditions. Temperature and NO profiles observed under auroral conditions are rather insensitive to smoothing errors related to the mapping of a priori profile shapes. However, for extra-polar and low A p conditions, a potential systematic bias in the retrieved nighttime temperature and NO profiles related to smoothing errors has been identified from a comparison to Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Electrodynamics General Circulation Model (TIME-GCM) simulations. We have constructed a solar minimum monthly climatology of thermospheric temperature and NO from MIPAS observations taken during [2008][2009]. MIPAS temperature distributions agree well, on average, with the Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter radar model (NRLMSISE-00), but some systematic differences exist. MIPAS temperatures are generally colder than NRLMSISE-00 in the polar middle thermosphere (mainly in the summer polar region) by up to 40 K; and are warmer than NRLMSISE-00 in the lower thermosphere around 120-125 km by 10-40 K. Thermospheric NO daytime distributions agree well with the Nitric Oxide Empirical Model (NOEM), based on Student Nitric Oxide Explorer (SNOE) observations. A comparison of MIPAS NO number density with the previous climatology for the declining phases of the solar cycle based on HALOE and SME data shows that MIPAS is generally larger with values ranging from 10 to 40%, except in the auroral region and at the equatorial latitudes above 130 km where the MIPAS/HALOE+SME ratio varies from 1.6 to 2. Day-night differences in MIPAS NO show daytime enhancements of up to 140% in the tropical and midlatitudes middle thermosphere. In the lower thermosphere, the diurnal amplitude is smaller and NO concentrations are generally higher during night by about 10-30%, particularly in the auroral regions.
Introduction
[2] Nitric oxide is a very important trace gas throughout the atmosphere. In the middle atmosphere, its role in the chemistry of odd nitrogen (NO x ) is essential for the catalytic 1 destruction of ozone [Brasseur and Solomon, 1986] . In the upper atmosphere, its geographical distribution and variability depends strongly on the energy input from the Sun, in the form of energetic photons (ultraviolet and X rays) at low latitudes [Barth et al., 1988; Siskind et al., 1990] or precipitation of charged particles (with the subsequent Joule heating events) at mid and high latitudes [Siskind et al., 1989a [Siskind et al., , 1989b Dobbin and Aylward, 2008; Barth et al., 2009] . Nitric oxide is a heteronuclear molecule, and therefore it is able to radiate in the infrared region. This makes it very important in the energetic balance of the thermosphere [Roble et al., 1987; Mlynczak et al., 2010] . [3] Its emission at 5.3 mm contributes to the cooling of the middle thermosphere (120-200 km) , particularly during auroral events [Kockarts, 1980] , when temperature increases due to Joule heating. Nitric oxide plays also an important role in the ionosphere, since its low ionization potential (lower than molecular nitrogen, molecular oxygen and atomic oxygen) turns it into an important source of ionization in the D and E regions.
[4] In the thermosphere, nitric oxide is chemically produced due to the action of energetic photons and auroral electrons that dissociate molecular nitrogen and produce excited atomic nitrogen, subsequently reacting with molecular oxygen. Explicitly,
[5] Reaction R1 is the dominant source of thermospheric NO below 130 km during daytime [Sharma et al., 1998 ], but vanishes at nighttime due to the negligible nighttime N( 2 D) concentrations [Rusch et al., 1991] . Reaction R2 is the main source of NO above 130 km and below that altitude during nighttime. It has been demonstrated that it produces highly vibrationally and rotationally excited NO detectable in the NO dayglow emission at 5.3 mm [Gérard et al., 1997; Duff et al., 1994] . Since this reaction has an activation energy of ∼0.3 eV, N( 4 S) atoms with kinetic energy higher than the activation energy are needed to produce NO. In the daytime thermosphere, the N( 4 S) kinetic energy distribution function (EDF) is super-thermal [Sharma et al., 1998] ; that is, the proportion of "hot" N( 4 S) atoms with energies higher than ∼0.3 eV is higher than at nighttime, when the EDF is thermal [Sharma et al., 1996a] . Hence, the production of NO via Reaction R2 increases during daytime, while at nighttime only the "hot" N( 4 S) atoms found in the tail end of the thermal EDF contributes to NO production [Sharma et al., 1996b] . During geomagnetically active periods, the NO production via R1 and R2 pathways can become important due to the enhancement of atomic nitrogen abundance even in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere.
[6] The major losses of NO in the thermosphere come mainly from photodissociation produced by solar far ultraviolet radiation,
and the chemical reaction with N( 4 S), the cannibalistic loss,
[7] During polar winter, NO is rather long-lived (lifetimes of weeks to months) throughout the middle and upper atmosphere, since photo-chemical losses are minimized. It is then transported downward by the residual circulation, increasing the NO x reservoir in the stratosphere [Solomon et al., 1982; Funke et al., 2005a] .
[8] Thermospheric nitric oxide has been remotely observed since 1964 using different measurement techniques. Fluorescent scatter of ultraviolet solar radiation by NO gamma bands has been applied by instruments on board rockets [Barth, 1964; Eparvier and Barth, 1992] and on satellite platforms both looking in the nadir and limb, e.g. OGO-4 [Rusch and Barth, 1975] , the Atmosphere Explorer satellites [Barth et al., 1973] , the Solar Mesosphere Explorer (SME) [Barth et al., 1988] , and the Student Nitric Oxide Explorer (SNOE) [Barth et al., 2003] . With this technique, thermospheric NO number densities were obtained although restricted to daytime and twilight conditions. In addition, NO slant column densities were measured by occultation in the infrared by the Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy instrument (ATMOS) on board Spacelab 3 [Russell et al., 1988] and NO number density by the HAlogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE) on board UARS [Russell et al., 1993] . [9] Another observation technique for NO consists in the measurement of its infrared emission at 5.3 mm, as used in the analysis of the Spectral Infrared Rocket Experiment (SPIRE) , the Improved Stratospheric and Mesospheric Sounder (ISAMS) [Taylor et al., 1993] , the Cryogenic Infrared Radiance for Shuttle (CIRRIS-1A) instrument , the Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS) [Funke et al., 2005b] , and in the Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry (SABER) radiometer [Russell et al., 1999; Gardner et al., 2007; Mlynczak et al., 2010] . If the radiance is spectrally resolved in thermospheric observations, as in SPIRE and CIRRIS-1A, the temperature and the number density of the vibrationally excited NO(1) can be retrieved, as well as the NO 5.3 mm cooling rate. If not, only the latter can be obtained. [10] It is well known that the NO(n ≥ 1) vibrationally excited levels depart from local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) at altitudes as low as the stratosphere [Kaye and Kumer, 1987; López-Puertas and Taylor, 2001] . In the thermosphere, collisions with atomic oxygen, being the principal excitation mechanism, do not balance the radiative losses and the NO(n = 1) population is generally lower than that dictated by LTE. Besides, rotational and spin state populations of NO(n ≥ 1) depart from the thermal distribution above 110 km because the collisional relaxation time becomes longer than the radiative lifetime. The analysis of CIRRIS-1A measurements has shown that the non-LTE distribution of rotational and spin states are described by a sub-thermal part, arising from inter-vibrational NO+O relaxation, and a super-thermal part, coming from the N+O 2 reaction Lipson et al., 1994; Sharma et al., 1996c Sharma et al., , 1996b . A comprehensive non-LTE model for NO that accounts for all known processes affecting the vibrational, rotational and spin state populations of NO has been developed by Funke and López-Puertas [2000] .
[11] The knowledge of the temperature structure in the thermosphere is essential to understand energetic and dynamical processes that take place at these altitudes. Particle and Joule heating, radiative cooling, winds, and deposited energy by gravity wave breaking affect the temperature field. Also, stratospheric sudden warmings (SSW) can induce a temperature response in the thermosphere.
[12] Temperature in the thermosphere can be derived using different techniques. For instance, using ground-based instruments, such as Fabry-Perot interferometers, that measure airglow emissions from atomic oxygen [Griffin et al., 2008] , or incoherent scatter radars [Maeda et al., 2002] , that allow derivation of neutral temperatures. Neutral temperature in the lower thermosphere can be also derived from rotational temperature of N 2 , as described by Kurihara et al. [2006] using rocket-borne instruments. Thermospheric temperature has also been obtained by measuring the rotational structure of the UV airglow emission of NO [Barth and Eparvier, 1993] . developed an algorithm for retrieving the kinetic temperature in the lower thermosphere from a spectrally resolved profile of infrared limb radiance. In particular, they demonstrate the usefulness of the method for the case of CO 2 15 mm emission in the 80-130 km interval. Later, CIRRIS-1A observations allowed retrieval of kinetic temperature from the rotational distribution of NO(n = 1), taking into account rotational thermal and non-thermal components [Sharma and Duff, 1997] .
[13] MIPAS onboard Envisat has been measuring on a regular basis since 2005 the NO 5.3 mm limb emission in the thermosphere with high spectral resolution. From these spectra, and by using a vibrational, rotational and spin non-LTE model, it is possible to simultaneously derive the kinetic temperature and the NO abundance [Funke et al., 2001] in that atmospheric region.
[14] In this article, we describe the MIPAS observations and the retrieval method to derive the kinetic temperature and the NO abundance in the thermosphere from MIPAS spectra (Sections 2 and 3). Aspects of the non-LTE modeling of NO vibrational, rotational, and spin-orbit states, driving the thermospheric 5.3 mm emission, are briefly discussed in Section 4. We then discuss in Section 5 the quality of the retrievals in terms of precision (driven by instrumental noise), vertical resolution, and systematic errors. The retrieval performance is also assessed by means of simulations using synthetic spectra. In order to better understand the characteristics of the retrievals, we have also compared with simulations performed by the Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Electrodynamics General Circulation Model (TIME-GCM) [Roble, 1995] for one single day, 22 July 2005 (see Section 6). This demonstrates the importance of applying MIPAS averaging kernels (AKs) to model data when performing such a comparison. In Section 7, we present a monthly zonal mean climatology of global thermospheric temperature (T k ) and NO for solar minimum conditions, constructed from the MIPAS observations taken during [2008] [2009] , and compare it to results from the Mass Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter radar model (NRLMSISE-00, for temperature) [Picone et al., 2002] , as well as to the Nitric Oxide Empirical Model (NOEM) [Marsh et al., 2004] and the HALOE/SME climatology [Siskind et al., 1998 ] for daytime NO. [15] The MIPAS instrument was launched on board the Environmental Satellite (Envisat) into a Sun-synchronous polar orbit at ∼800 km altitude on 1 March 2002. MIPAS measures limb radiance spectra with high spectral resolution (0.035 cm −1 during 2002-2004 and 0.0625 cm −1 from 2005 to present) and high sensitivity (the noise equivalent spectral radiance (NESR) extends from 2 to 50 nW/(cm 2 sr cm −1 ), larger values for longer wavelengths), covering the midinfrared from 4.1 to 14.7 mm (i.e., 685-2410 cm −1 ). In addition, MIPAS provides both global spatial (pole-to-pole) and temporal (day and night) coverage. The instrument scans the atmosphere in its nominal mode (6-68 km) most of the time, but it also observes in the middle and upper atmosphere modes [Oelhaf, 2008] .
MIPAS Measurements
[16] We study in this work the data taken in the upper atmosphere mode (UA), where the limb is scanned from 172 km down to 42 km, with a sample grid of 5 km from 172 to 102 km and 3 km from 102 to 42 km. The UA mode is operative since January 2005, and approximately 1 day out of 10 of the MIPAS duty cycle is taken in this mode since November 2007. A list of all UA days included in this study is shown in Table 1 . It should be noted that about 95% of the measurements were taken under low geomagnetic activity.
Retrieval Method
[17] The starting point of the retrieval is calibrated and geo-located L1B spectra (version 4.61/62). The retrieval sequence begins with a refined frequency calibration of the spectra followed by a joint retrieval of elevation pointing and the temperature from CO 2 15 mm emission up to approximately 95 km. The pressure profile is implicitly derived from hydrostatic equilibrium. This method has been described for LTE conditions ], a valid assumption up to ∼60 km. At higher altitudes, CO 2 non-LTE emissions has to be taken into account. The non-LTE retrieval scheme is described in detail by 10, 20, 30 3, 13, 23 10, 20, 30 García-Comas et al. [2011] , and a brief discussion and an estimation of random and systematic errors can also be found in work by López-Puertas et al. [2009] . The final step is the joint retrieval of NO volume mixing ratio (VMR) and temperature (T k ) in the lower thermosphere, between 90 and 170 km. The retrieval of NO in the mesosphere and stratosphere has already been described by Funke et al. [2005b] . [18] Thermospheric T k and NO (data versions V4O_T_611 and V4O_NO_611) have been retrieved with the scientific MIPAS level 2 processor developed and operated by the Institute of Meteorology and Climate Research (IMK) in Karlsruhe together with the Instituto de Astrofísica de Andalucía (IAA) in Granada. The general retrieval strategy, which is a constrained multiparameter non-linear least squares fitting of measured and modeled spectra, is described in detail by von Clarmann et al. [2003] . Its extension to retrievals under consideration of non-LTE is described by Funke et al. [2001] . Non-LTE vibrational, rotational, and spin-orbit populations of NO are modeled with the Generic RAdiative traNsfer AnD non-LTE population Algorithm (GRANADA) within each iteration of the retrieval. Non-LTE radiative transfer modeling of the spectra and the calculation of the Jacobian matrix is performed by the Karlsruhe Optimized and Precise Radiative Transfer Algorithm (KOPRA) , using the non-LTE populations calculated by GRANADA.
[19] Since the retrieval altitude grid is over-sampled compared to the tangent height spacing, the retrieval of NO and T k in the thermosphere needs to be stabilized with a numerical constraint. We use a Tikhonov-type first order regularization [Steck, 2002] because it does not constrain the column information but only how this information is distributed over altitude and, thus, provides a bias-free retrieval. The strength of the regularization is altitude dependent, with the aim of finding the best trade-off between the vertical resolution and the precision of the retrieved parameters. Similarly, we also aim at obtaining a similar distribution of the degrees of freedom between NO and T k , and the largest number of converged profiles.
[20] The vector of target retrieval parameters is composed of T k and the logarithm of the NO volume mixing ratio. The use of ln(VMR) instead of VMR in the retrieval vector allows to better account for the pronounced temporal and spatial variability by reducing the dynamical range of the retrieval parameter vector. It further implies an inverse scaling of the Jacobian matrix with the VMR, resulting in a stronger regularization effect at profile regions with low VMRs compared to those with high VMRs. In consequence, one single regularization strength scaling profile can be used for all latitudes and seasons without running the risk of retrieving over-regularized or meaningless (i.e., precision ) 100%) profiles. The vertical retrieval grid for T k and NO extends from 90 to 200 km with a variable altitude grid of 2.5 km from 90 to 115 km and 5 km above.
[21] Thermospheric NO distributions are characterized by a pronounced spatial inhomogeneity, particularly close to the auroral regions. Therefore, we retrieve, in addition to the target retrieval parameters, horizontal VMR gradient profiles in latitudinal and longitudinal directions from a single MIPAS scan. These zonal and meridional gradients are defined as a relative VMR change per kilometer in easterly and southerly directions, respectively, at the center of scan location and a given altitude. NO abundances along the line of sight (LOS) are corrected accordingly to these gradients during the ray-tracing procedure performed within the forward calculation of each retrieval iteration. Further, a height-independent radiance offset is fitted jointly for each microwindow in order to compensate for offset calibration errors .
[22] MIPAS channel D (1820-2410 cm −1 ) provides information on the NO fundamental band emission in a wavenumber region covering more than 100 cm −1 . That is, ro-vibrational lines from the P and R branches and also from different NO spin-folds (S = 1/2, 3/2) are resolved, even for the so-called "optimized" MIPAS spectral resolution of 0.0625 cm −1 . However, there are two reasons for reducing the spectral range of calculation: a) While the inclusion of many spectral points makes the retrieval less sensitive to measurement noise, the inclusion of an excessive number of spectral points increases the computational burden to an intolerable level, and b), inclusion of spectral points particularly sensitive to uncertainties in parameters included in the radiative transfer calculation would compensate the noise reduction effect and lead to a higher total retrieval error. This subset of spectral ranges, or microwindows, is selected in a preprocessing step by using an optimizing tool [Echle et al., 2000] . The result is an altitude-independent set of microwindows between 1835 and 1940 cm −1 . It contains 24 microwindows with typical widths less than 0.5 cm −1 , enough to host one single line or two close lines from different spin-folds (see Table 2 and Figure 1) .
[23] A priori information is provided by the NRLMSISE-00 empirical model (hereafter MSIS for short) [Picone et al., ) from vibrational level v = 1 to v = 0 of the main NO isotope with specified branch, J, and spin.
b Those for the second most abundant NO isotope.
2002] for temperature and from the parameterized SNOE climatology NOEM for NO [Marsh et al., 2004] , respectively. Individual a priori profiles are extracted for each geolocation as a function of latitude, longitude, local time (only T k ), A p index and solar F10.7 flux.
[24] In addition to this, stratospheric and mesospheric T k and pressure profiles, retrieved in a previous step (see Section 3) , are used to build a consistent hydrostatic profile for thermospheric altitudes. MSIS also provides information on thermospheric atomic nitrogen and oxygen abundances, which are essential because they are involved in the chemical production and vibrational-thermal collisional processes of NO, respectively, and their uncertainties map into the systematic retrieval errors. This is analyzed in detail in Section 5. The partitioning of diurnal N( 4 S)/N( 2 D) is taken from model calculations as described by Fesen et al. [1989] .
Non-LTE Modeling of NO
[25] The non-LTE model setup for the calculation of NO vibrational, rotational, and spin populations has been described in detail by Funke and López-Puertas [2000] . We include 4 vibrational levels and their corresponding rotational sub-levels, for both spin-folds, e.g., NO(n = 0-3, J, S = 1/2, 3/2). Besides the principal isotopomer, two further isotopomers (N   15   O 16 and N 14 O 18 ) are taken into account in order to avoid an overestimated thermospheric signal due to LTE assumption for these emitters. The model includes the following production and loss processes of the thermospheric NO states: radiative processes, collisional relaxation within the same vibrational state (RT), collisional relaxation with a change in the vibrational quantum number (VT processes), and chemical sources. Absorption of tropospheric upwelling and solar radiation are the main radiative excitation processes. Collisions with atomic oxygen in the thermosphere represent the principal VT energy transfer mechanism, being further responsible for the sub-thermal part of the rotational-spin distribution. We use an effective nascent rotational temperature of T rot = 0.74T k + 0.24 K as determined by means of quasi-classical trajectory calculations [Sharma and Duff, 1997] and an effective spin nascent temperature of T s = 200 K . The NO chemical productions drive the super-thermal part of the rotational-spin distribution with T rot = 5000 K (3000 K) at day-and nighttime, respectively, and T s = 300 K. Finally, the RT processes are included with rates empirically fitted to an exponential power gap law. The atomic oxygen abundance, the atomic nitrogen concentration, and the spin propensity factor are the major sources of uncertainty in the retrieved parameters. These are discussed in the next section.
[26] Figure 2 shows non-LTE populations of NO for daytime midlatitude conditions. Vibrational, spin, and Figure 2 (right). The sub-LTE vibrational population of NO(n = 1) above 110 km is explained by the dominance of the radiative losses over the collisional excitation by atomic oxygen and chemical production. Below that altitude, the absorption of the radiation from lower layers as well as the solar excitation makes its population larger than under LTE conditions.
[27] The spin temperature shows the influence of the NO production at 120-130 km and the NO + O collisions above. Figure 2 (right) illustrates the non-LTE rotational and spin distribution for NO(n = 1) at 160 km for the same atmospheric conditions, reflecting a pronounced sub-thermal spin distribution. The rotational distribution of the NO(n = 1) state, however, is only weakly affected by rotational non-LTE at this altitude.
Retrieval Performance
[28] MIPAS spectra in the upper atmosphere mode from 2005 to 2009 were processed with the retrieval technique discussed above. During this period, different auroral conditions and atmospheric conditions have taken place, and this is reflected in the quality of the retrievals. Figure 3 (left) shows the retrieved T k and NO VMR average profiles for high/low geomagnetic activity (A p greater/smaller than 15), as well as polar (>45°) and extra-polar (<45°) locations. The single measurement precision ( Figure 3 , middle) is estimated by means of linear theory as suggested by Rodgers [2000] . For a joint T k and NO retrieval, the precision depends on the signal-to-noise ratio of the measured 5.3 mm spectra, which in turn is driven by kinetic temperature and NO abundance itself. Thus, the best precision is achieved for high Ap in the polar regions (highest temperature and NO VMR): of around 5-30 K for T k and less than 20% for NO VMR in the 100-170 km altitude range. In contrast, the poorest precision corresponds to low Ap cases in the extrapolar regions with 30-70 K for T k and 20-50% for NO VMR. The vertical resolution has been expressed as the full width at half maximum of the rows of the averaging kernel matrix [Rodgers, 2000] . It can be seen in Figure 3 (right) that the best vertical resolution is always achieved in the same altitude region (120-140 km), though the absolute values change with the atmospheric situation. Again, the best vertical resolution for both T k and NO is found in the polar regions under high Ap, which are 5-7 km for T k and 7-8 km for NO at the mentioned optimal altitude range of 120-140 km. Vertical resolutions of kinetic temperature and NO under low Ap midlatitude conditions are considerably broader and range around 10 km and 15 km, respectively, in this vertical region. Figure 3 . Averages of (top left) retrieved kinetic temperatures and (bottom left) NO VMRs, (middle) corresponding single measurement precisions, and (right) vertical resolutions for high (black) and low (blue) geomagnetic activity conditions (mean A p index of 24 and 3, respectively), as well as polar (latitudes >45°, solid) and extrapolar (latitudes <45°, dotted) locations.
Propagation of Uncertainties of Atmospheric State Parameters
[29] In this section we assess the systematic errors related to uncertainties in atmospheric parameters that have a significant impact on the NO 5.3 mm emission. In particular, uncertainties in the atomic oxygen, atomic nitrogen, and spin propensity factor.
[30] In the thermosphere, above 110 km, VT collisions with atomic oxygen become as fast as the spontaneous emission and they affect the population of NO(n = 1), and hence the retrieved NO. Under quiescent conditions, other excitation and de-excitation processes (i.e., collisions with N 2 and O 2 , the chemical production (N+O 2 ) and absorption of solar and tropospheric radiation) play a minor role at these altitudes. Therefore, the population of NO(1) can then be approximated by
where k O is the rate coefficient of NO(1) in collisions with atomic oxygen, O; A is the Einstein coefficient of spontaneous emission for the NO 1→0 band; T is temperature; n 0 is the central wave number of the band; and h and k are the Planck and Boltzmann constants, respectively. The brackets indicate number densities. The radiance under optically thin conditions can be approximated by R ≈ A[NO (1) [31] A sensitivity study where the atomic oxygen abundance used in the retrieval was increased and decreased by a factor 2 has been performed on MIPAS measurements for different atmospheric and auroral conditions. For all cases, the change in the retrieved NO VMR was, as expected, of similar magnitude than the variation in the atomic oxygen above 120 km and much smaller below. However, it should be noted that the T k hardly changed, because information on T k is essentially contained in the ratio of radiances rather than the absolute radiances. Figure 4 shows the result of the sensitivity study for extra-polar and moderate auroral conditions (averaged profiles), on 4 September 2008. This result is consistent with the approximation made above that the NO (n = 1) VMR depends almost linearly on [O] above 120 km while this dependence vanishes below 120 km (lower panel).
[32] The dependence of MIPAS NO results on a priori assumptions on atomic oxygen can cause artifacts when MIPAS data are compared to other data sets which go along with different atomic oxygen concentrations. If, for example, MIPAS NO results are to be compared to a model whose atomic oxygen concentration is [O model ], MIPAS NO number densities should be adjusted by the factor
where A = 12.54 s −1 , k O = 2.8 × 10 −11 cm 3 s −1 , and [O MSIS ] are the MSIS atomic oxygen concentrations.
[33] The atomic nitrogen influences both the population of NO(n) and the super-thermal part of the rotational distri- bution. Regarding the latter, it is expected that an increase of atomic nitrogen concentration will enhance the population of the higher rotational levels which will be compensated in the retrieval by a lower kinetic temperature and in turn a slight increase of the NO VMR. Contrary to higher vibrational levels, the population of NO(n = 1) depends only weakly on the N abundance since the super-thermal contribution to the rotational and spin distribution produced by the N+O 2 reactions are less pronounced for n = 1 than for n > 1 [Funke and López-Puertas, 2000; . Test retrievals for all auroral and atmospheric conditions have been performed by doubling and halving the nominal MSIS atomic nitrogen. The effects on the retrieved T k and NO VMR are of minor importance for all cases. Figure 5 shows the results for high auroral conditions (averaged profiles) on 21 January 2005. Changes are less than 30 K in temperature and less than 10% in the NO VMR, both remaining below the mean single measurement errors.
[34] The spin propensity factor (b) accounts for the spin conservation in rotational-translational (RT) collisions. Its nominal value is set to 0.9 as the best agreement between calculations and CIRRIS-1A observations [Funke and López-Puertas, 2000] . The same value is used for all rotational levels for collisions of NO with N 2 , O 2 , and with atomic oxygen. We have assessed the sensitivity of the retrievals to this parameter by varying b by ±0.1, corresponding to its expected uncertainty. The retrieval response to changes in b is indistinguishable from the noise (Figure 6 ). However, an inspection of the residuals shows that the smallest c 2 is obtained for b = 0.9, in agreement with previous results.
[35] Further potential systematic error sources, particularly for temperature, are the nascent rotational and spin orbit distributions produced in collisions with atomic oxygen. They are responsible for the sub-thermal rotationalspin populations of NO(1), which are dominant at lower and middle thermospheric altitudes. These distributions have not been measured in the laboratory. However, the rotational and spin non-LTE populations have been validated with the CIRRIS-1A and MIPAS measurements [Funke and López-Puertas, 2000; Gardner et al., 2007] , and good agreement of modeled and observed spin temperatures as function of rotational temperatures has been found. Comparisons with MSIS temperatures have indicated that observed rotational temperatures are slightly lower than MSIS kinetic temperatures, in agreement with the model predictions. We have thus confidence in the applied nascent rotational temperatures of NO-O collisions and expect only small related systematic errors.
Statistical Robustness of the Retrieval Method
[36] The analysis of the retrieved temperatures and NO abundances often requires averaging in order to reduce the noise error. In principle, this approach is valid only if the single measurement noise errors in the temperature and concentration space depend linearly on the errors in the measurement space. This, however, is not strictly true in the joint retrieval of the two parameters from the same 5.3 mm emission lines, since their intensity depends on both parameters in a non-linear manner. In order to assess a possible bias in the averages of the retrieved NO VMRs and temperatures, related to non-linear mapping of their random errors, we have performed an ensemble of 100 retrievals from simulated spectra including artificial noise (corresponding to the NESR of MIPAS channel D). Five scenarios have been considered which cover the observed range of single T k and NO profiles: 1) large values for both NO VMR and T k ; 2) high NO VMR and low T k ; 3) low NO VMR and high T k ; 4) both low NO VMR and T k ; and 5) medium values for NO VMR and T k . Figure 7 shows the results of the inversions together with the "true" values for the five scenarios in the NO-temperature space at 130 km, the altitude where the amount of information gained from the spectra is typically the largest. A general anti-correlation in the scatter of the solution pair (T k , NO VMR) is clearly visible. The anti-correlation is very weak for case (1) but increases as the T k and NO VMR values get lower. From the comparison of the ensemble averages (squares) with the "true" solutions (circles) we find that the temperature averages are weakly biased, only 15 K in the worst case 4). The bias in the average NO is very small (only a few percent) for the scenarios with medium and high NOVMR. For low NO VMR values, however, the NO VMR averages present a positive bias which can be as large as a factor of 2, e.g. scenario 4. In any case, however, this bias remains below the standard error of the mean (i.e., the precision of the average), indicated in Figure 7 by the colored error bars.
[37] In summary, the biasing effect assessed, which is caused by averaging nonlinear retrievals, does happen but the bias was always found to be smaller than the standard error of the mean, indicating that averaging is still meaningful.
Smoothing Errors Due to Imperfect A Priori Profile Shapes
[38] The smoothing error is the mapping of the difference between the a priori assumption and the actual atmospheric state onto the retrieval. As shown above, the noise errors of NO and T k profiles, simultaneously retrieved from the same 5.3 mm emission lines, are in tendency anti-correlated.
Hence, mapping of the smoothing errors of one parameter space to the other might also occur. That is, deviations of the a priori temperature profile shape from the "true" profile shape can lead to significant distortions of the retrieved NO profile and vice versa. This smoothing error crosstalk between state subspaces is described by the non-diagonal parts of the full averaging kernel
spanning over the complete target parameter space given by the c T k and ln ( d NO) profiles.
[39] Following Rodgers [2000] , the retrieval solution for T k and ln(NO) can be constructed from the "true" profiles, in linear approximation, by
where "^", "t", and "a" stand for "retrieved", "true", and "a priori", respectively. I is the unity matrix. This equation is particularly useful when comparing MIPAS T k and NO profiles to model simulations. By application of this transformation to the simulated profiles instead of the (usually unknown) "true" profiles, the retrieval response to the model atmosphere can be estimated, which is then directly comparable to the observed profiles.
[40] In order to assess the impact of imperfect T k and NO a priori profile shapes on the inverted profiles, we have performed retrieval simulations using synthetic spectra, computed with the T k and NO profiles shown in Figure 3 for polar high-A p and extra-polar low-A p conditions. These conditions represent typical cases of high and low signal-to-noise ratios, respectively. In order not to mask the smoothing error cross talk, no artificial noise has been added to the spectra. The MIPAS measurement noise covariance matrix, however, has been considered in the retrievals in order not to disturb the weighting between the a priori and the measurement information. We have performed two retrieval simulations for each of the generated synthetic spectra, combining the a priori profiles such that one, either T k or NO, was equal to the "true" profile while the other corresponded to a different atmospheric condition (i.e., high-A p conditions for low-A p simulations and vice versa). A summary of the performed retrieval simulations is given in Table 3 .
[41] For polar high-A p simulations (SA1 and SA2 of Table 3 ; see Figure 8 ), deviations between the retrieved and the "true" T k and NO profiles are very small when using the inappropriate a priori profile, being less than 20 K and 15%, respectively, except for simulation SA1, where retrieved NO VMRs deviate from the truth by 30-70% below 120 km. Here, stronger deviations are expected due to the very pronounced differences of the true and a priori NO profile shapes. It should be noted that, in spite of these deviations, the smoothing error cross talk (i.e., deviations of the retrieved T k profile from the truth) is very small.
[42] In the extra-polar low-A p simulations (SB1 and SB2 of Table 3 ; see Figure 9 ), more pronounced deviations occur. Particularly the application of the inappropriate a priori NO profile then results in deviations of the retrieved T k and NO profiles from the "true" profiles in the order of 70 K and 50%, respectively. Deviations of up to 40 K and 10% in the NO VMR were found when using the inappropriate T k a priori profile.
[43] We hence conclude that smoothing error cross talk may occur in the retrievals corresponding to extra-polar and/ or weak geomagnetic activity conditions, if the a priori profile shape (particularly that of NO) deviates significantly from the true profile, while these errors are of minor importance for polar and high geomagnetic activity conditions. On the other hand, the generally good agreement of the retrieved profiles with the linear retrieval response calculated by means of equation (2) (red lines in Figures 8 and 9 ) indicates that comparisons of MIPAS observations and model simulations are meaningful whenever the MIPAS averaging kernels are applied to the model profiles, and provided that both T k and NO profiles are available from the simulations. Significant deviations of the retrieved NO profile with the linear retrieval response are only found in the simulation SB1. In this particular case, the mismatch can be explained to a major part by atomic oxygen number density differences between the true and retrieved atmospheric state, related to the pronounced deviations of the retrieved T k (and hence total density) profile. In a comparison of MIPAS and model NO data, this apparent mismatch can be avoided by adjusting the MIPAS NO profiles to model atomic oxygen densities as described in Section 5.1.
Comparison With TIME-GCM Model Simulations
[44] In order to better understand the characteristics of MIPAS T k and NO observations, we have carried out comparisons to TIME-GCM simulations. The purpose of this comparison is not to learn about the physical and chemical processes occurring in the thermosphere, which will be pursued in a further study, but to find out potential shortcomings related to a priori effects in this data version and to stress the importance of applying MIPAS averaging kernel to model data when performing model/measurements comparisons. As an example, we have compared both data sets for 22 July 2005. The geomagnetic conditions were quiet (A p = 15), though on 20-21 July, a high speed coronal hole wind stream caused the geomagnetic field to respond with mostly unsettled to minor storm conditions with major storm periods at high latitudes (maximum A p of 48). Therefore, rather high thermospheric NO abundances are expected at polar latitudes.
[45] The TIME-GCM is a time-dependent 3D model that predicts global 3-D temperature, density, composition and wind fields for the neutral gas, as well as ionospheric electron density and ion distributions from 30 km to about 500 km altitude [Roble, 1995] . The model is an extension, down to 10 mb (∼30 km), of that described by Roble et al. [1987] for the global mean structure of the thermosphere and ionosphere above 97 km, and the model described by Figure 8 . (top) Retrieved temperatures and (bottom) NO VMRs from simulated spectra for polar high-A p conditions and the following deviations of the a priori profile from the "truth". (left) NO a priori profile corresponding to low-A p conditions and T k a priori identical to "truth" (SA1); (right) T k a priori profile corresponding to low-A p conditions and NO a priori identical to "truth" (SA2). Solid: retrieval results, dashed: "true" profile, dotted: a priori profile, red: linear retrieval response (application of the AK to the "true" profile). Error bars reflect the expected noise error. Roble and Dickinson [1989] that included both a portion of the thermosphere and ionosphere and a portion of the mesosphere down to 60 km. The extension of the physics, chemistry, radiation and transport to that described by Roble et al. [1987] is reported by Roble [1995] . The standard horizontal resolution is 5°in longitude by 5°in latitude, with a vertical resolution ranging from −17 to 5 by 0.5 inln(p/p 0 ), with p 0 = 50 mPa. The inputs to the TIME-GCM include specifications of the solar flux, the high latitude convection and the particle precipitation, as well as the tides propagating up from the lower atmosphere. The model is forced at its lower and upper boundaries. In this particular simulation, the model was forced at its lower boundary by ECMWF reanalysis data. Diurnal and semidiurnal, migrating and non-migrating components of the tides were specified using the GSWM [Hagan and Forbes, 2002] . At the upper boundary, auroral precipitation and plasma convection are imposed either from empirical models driven by K p or using the AMIE data assimilation results. Here, input from empirical models was used.
[46] In order to reduce errors related to the different sampling of the MIPAS observations and gridded model data, we have interpolated the model results to the MIPAS measurement locations and times, as well as to the retrieved altitudes of the T k and NO profiles. This approach has the further advantage that diurnal variations are implicitly taken into account. MIPAS averaging kernel have been applied to the TIME-GCM T k and NO profiles as described in Section 5.3. For the comparisons, MIPAS and resampled TIME-GCM data have then been treated in an identical manner.
[47] Figure 10 shows the effect of the application of MIPAS averaging kernels to the TIME-GCM simulations separately for day and night conditions. This effect is rather small at daytime above 120 km, not exceeding 10 K and 15% for T k and NO, respectively. In contrast, substantial differences are encountered during night at the tropics and midlatitudes. There, convolved temperatures are up to 50 K colder above 140 km and approximately 20 K warmer around 125 km. The opposite behavior shows up in the modeled NO distributions with the convolved model abundances being 20-40% higher than in the un-convolved results above 140 km.
[48] These nighttime effects are related to the NO a priori information used in the MIPAS retrievals, which is taken from the NOEM model based on the SNOE. Since SNOE measured NO at a fixed local time of 10:45 a.m. (±30 min.), Figure 9 . (top) Retrieved temperatures and (bottom) NO VMRs from simulated spectra for extra-polar low-A p conditions and the following deviations of the a priori profile from the "truth". (left) NO a priori profile corresponding to high-A p conditions and T k a priori identical to "truth" (SB1); (right) T k a priori profile corresponding to high-A p conditions and NO a priori identical to "truth" (SB2). Solid: retrieval results, dashed: "true" profile, dotted: a priori profile, red: linear retrieval response (application of the AK to the "true" profile). Error bars reflect the expected noise error.
i.e., very similar to the MIPAS daytime observations, diurnal variations of NO are not considered in the NOEM empiric model. The TIME-GCM simulations, however, show a generally lower nighttime NO than at daytime, particularly in the tropics, with an increasing diurnal amplitude toward the middle thermosphere. In consequence, important differences between the TIME-GCM and MIPAS a priori profile shapes of NO are expected during nighttime, particularly in the extra-polar regions, right where the biggest differences between convolved and un-convolved simulations show up.
[49] The encountered differences hence indicate a potential systematic smoothing error in the MIPAS T k and NO nighttime retrievals in the middle thermosphere, with a magnitude in the order of the differences between the convolved and unconvolved simulations, provided that the model diurnal amplitude for this particular day can be considered as representative for any atmospheric conditions. Future data versions of MIPAS T k and NO will therefore be retrieved under consideration of a diurnal correction of the NO a priori information for nighttime measurements.
[50] For the analysis of nighttime T k and NO of the current data versions V4O_T_611 and V4O_NO_611 at extra-polar latitudes, a systematic bias related to smoothing errors should then be considered. This, however, does not affect the comparison of MIPAS data with model simulations, even for nighttime and extra-polar latitude conditions, provided that MIPAS averaging kernels are taken into account.
[51] At lower altitudes, around 115 km, convolved model temperatures are 10-30 K colder, particularly in the SH, while model NO VMRs are up to 40% higher when MIPAS averaging kernels are applied. Contrary to the behavior at higher altitudes, this occurs at both day and night conditions, thus excluding the neglect of NO diurnal variations in the a priori as possible reason. It might be possible that these differences around 115 km are related to deficiencies in the MSIS a priori temperature profile shape. As discussed in Section 7, there is evidence for a possible low-bias of MSIS temperatures in this altitude range. More detailed studies, however, are required in order to investigate if the differences between convolved and un-convolved model temperatures in this region are related to systematic deficiencies of the a priori profile shapes or to other effects.
[52] After application of MIPAS averaging kernel to the TIME-GCM simulations, a comparison of both observed and simulated data sets can be performed. Figure 11 shows observed and modeled zonal mean distributions of temperature. In general, MIPAS and TIME-GCM temperature distributions are in good agreement, both showing a warm polar summer thermosphere related to enhanced EUV heating, with maximum temperatures around 700 K at 150 km. Differences are found in the polar winter region above 130 km (MIPAS up to 70 K warmer) and in the tropical and NH midlatitude lower thermosphere around 120 km (MIPAS up to 60 K colder).
[53] For comparison of NO distributions, MIPAS data has to be adjusted to TIME-GCM atomic oxygen concentrations as described in Section 5.1. Adjusted MIPAS NO distributions show considerably lower NO amounts in the polar regions while tropical NO is increased with respect to the original data, particularly in the lower thermosphere (compare Figure 12 , left). This behavior is related to differences between TIME-GCM and MSIS atomic oxygen concentration of opposite sign (i.e., lower/higher TIME-GCM O concentrations in the polar/tropical regions). It is evident from Figure 12 that the adjustment of observed NO distributions to modeled O concentrations results in a noticeably better agreement of MIPAS and TIME-GCM. However, adjusted MIPAS observations and modeled NO distributions after application of averaging kernels still exhibit significant differences in absolute terms, though latitudinal and vertical variations are in reasonable qualitative agreement. In the extra-polar regions, MIPAS tends to exhibit lower NO abundances than in the simulations, most pronounced around 120 km with differences around 10-20%. In the polar middle thermosphere, adjusted MIPAS NO VMRs are still considerably higher than in the simulations. A possible reason for this difference could be the use of an empirical model instead of assimilated particle fluxes in this TIME-GCM simulation. Nevertheless, both observed and simulated distributions show important similarities with respect to the hemispheric asymmetry of extra-polar NO related to solar inclination with larger values in the summer hemisphere [Marsh et al., 2004] . Also, observations and simulations show the auroral Figure 10 . Effect of the application of MIPAS averaging kernels to TIME-GCM T k and NO VMR zonal mean distributions on 22 July 2005 separately for (left) daytime and (right) nighttime. Differences "with minus without" AK application are shown.
NO maximum over the winter pole (SH) at lower altitudes (i.e., around 110 km) than over the summer pole (NH). Minimum (2008 Minimum ( -2009 [54] The relatively high and homogeneous data availability during 2008-2009 (see Table 1 ) has allowed to construct a monthly zonal mean climatology for this particular time period belonging to solar minimum conditions. In the following, zonal mean distributions for temperature and NO abundance are discussed and compared to the corresponding distributions (sampled on MIPAS locations and times) of MSIS (temperature) and NOEM (NO). For the comparisons, figures are shown only for seasonal periods, DecemberFebruary (DJF), March-May (MAM), June-August (JJA), and September-November (SON), which are very representative for the encountered differences. Due to the potential bias of MIPAS nighttime observations related to smoothing errors (see Section 6), we focus our analysis of this data version on daytime conditions. Nevertheless, since diurnal variations of thermospheric NO have not been studied yet by means of observations, we also discuss observed day-night differences of NO at the end of this section. These observations might underestimate the amplitude of the diurnal cycle at tropical and midlatitudes in the middle thermosphere due to the smoothing errors discussed above, however, they provide unique information on its qualitative behavior in dependence on altitude, latitude, and season.
MIPAS NO and T k Monthly Climatology for Solar
[55] Figure 13 shows the monthly averages of zonal mean daytime temperatures retrieved from MIPAS. Temperatures vary from around 250 K in the lower thermosphere to 600-700 K around 170 km. As a result of particle-induced ionization and Joule heating in the auroral regions, highest Figure 12 . NO VMR zonal mean distributions for 22 July 2005. From left to right: MIPAS observations, MIPAS observations adjusted to TIME-GCM atomic oxygen concentrations, TIME-GCM simulations (AK applied), differences between the adjusted MIPAS observations and TIME-GCM simulations. . From left to right: MIPAS observations, TIME-GCM simulations (AK applied), differences between MIPAS observations and TIME-GCM simulations.
temperatures are observed in the polar thermosphere. A warmer summer middle thermosphere compared to the winter hemisphere is an expected result which can be explained by the magnitude of EUV heating in dependence on solar inclination. Surprisingly, a hemispheric asymmetry is also found during the equinoxes (e.g. compare April and May with June and July; and October and November with December), suggesting a seasonal phase shift of the polar summer maximum toward the preceding equinox. During the solstices, a pronounced latitudinal temperature gradient can also be observed in the lower thermosphere (around 115 km) with higher temperatures at the summer pole. It is not clear, if this asymmetry is only caused by illumination differences or if there is also a dynamical contribution related to a winter to summer residual thermospheric circulation and, consequently, adiabatic heating (cooling) over the summer (winter) pole.
[56] Figure 14 shows the differences of the seasonal temperature averages between MIPAS and MISIS. In general, there is good agreement within 25 K, except for the polar middle thermosphere around 150 km (mainly in the summer) and for the tropics and polar regions at around 120-125 km, where differences can exceed 40 K. MIPAS temperatures are generally lower than MSIS' in the polar middle thermosphere. At equinox conditions, this behavior is less pronounced over the preceding summer pole, indicating that the observed seasonal phase shift does not exist or, is strongly damped, in the MSIS climatology. In agreement with previous studies [Gardner et al., 2005 [Gardner et al., , 2007 , we observe generally warmer temperatures than in MSIS in the lower thermosphere around 120-125 km. These differences are most pronounced over the tropics and over the poles. The latitudinal temperature variability at these altitudes is then much smaller in MSIS than in MIPAS observations.
[57] The thermospheric observations of MIPAS provide the second global data set of nitric oxide using limb-scanning technique after the SNOE mission which operated during 1998-2000. MIPAS NO observations thus allow for an extension of the available climatological record from solar maximum to solar minimum conditions.
[58] Figure 15 shows the monthly averages of zonal mean NO VMR for daytime conditions retrieved from MIPAS data. The figure shows clearly the seasonal evolution along the year. It also shows the typical behavior of the NO concentration following its two major sources. On one hand, its production by solar X-rays, more important in the middle thermosphere (above about 130 km), which is reflected in a summer (larger NO) to winter (smaller NO) latitudinal gradient under solstices conditions. On the other hand, higher NO abundances are observed at the polar winter auroral regions in the lower thermosphere (around 110-115 km), where smaller photochemical losses occur compared to the summer hemisphere. This produces the typical latitudinal shape of NO at about 110-130 km, with a steady decrease with latitude from the summer pole toward the winter hemisphere and then an abrupt increase at about 50-60°in the winter hemisphere. As happens to the temperature, the winter-summer seasonal transition seems to take place rather early in the middle thermosphere, with an apparent shift toward the preceding equinox. Thus, as early as April we already have a typical summer distribution of NO in the NH middle thermosphere.
[59] In order to compare our MIPAS data to SNOE measurements and NOEM predictions of NO densities, we have converted the MIPAS NO VMR profiles into number density using the simultaneously retrieved kinetic temperatures. MIPAS seasonal averages of daytime NO density zonal mean distributions on geomagnetic latitudes are shown in Figure 16 (left). These figures show very clearly the features described above for the NO VMR. Maximum densities are found around 110 km during all seasons with pronounced peaks of 1-2.5 × 10 8 cm −3 in the auroral regions caused by low-energy electrons precipitating into the thermosphere. These peak values are slightly smaller than the average auroral densities observed by SNOE during 1998-2000, ranging from 1.7 to 3.8 × 10 8 cm −3 depending on geomagnetic activity [Barth et al., 2003] . In the extra-polar regions, MIPAS observed maximum densities in the order of 2-5 × 10 7 cm −3 , considerably smaller than those observed by SNOE (8-13 × 10 7 cm
−3
). In these regions, NO is predominantly generated by solar X-rays. Hence, the encountered difference is expected, given the solar cycle variations that have occurred since the SNOE operations. The decrease of NO toward higher altitudes is more pronounced in the winter hemisphere, related to the latitudinal dependence of solar inclination. The fact that this behavior is visible at altitudes above 150 km even over the auroral regions, clearly demonstrates that X-ray-related NO production is the dominating process in the middle thermosphere compared to particle precipitation. Typical NO concentrations around 170 km vary between 3-8 × 10 6 cm −3 . [60] Results of the NOEM empirical model (Figure 16 , right), sampled on the MIPAS locations and times, represent an extrapolation of the SNOE climatology to the atmospheric conditions of the MIPAS observations, hence enabling a direct comparison of both datasets in the 100-150 km range. Further, since SNOE and MIPAS daytime observations have been taken at nearly the same local time, no bias related to diurnal variations is expected. The agreement of MIPAS and NOEM is very good, particularly with respect to the seasonal, latitudinal and vertical variabilities. NOEM densities tend to be slightly higher in the polar regions. There, differences between MIPAS and NOEM are in the order of 10-60% (see Figure 17) , being more pronounced above around 120 km than at the peak height itself (i.e., 115 km). In the extra-polar regions, differences do not exceed 20% in the whole altitude range, and there is no indication for a systematic bias between both data sets.
[61] We have compared the MIPAS NO number density with the climatology composed by Siskind et al. [1998] based on HALOE and SME data which also were taken in declining phases of the solar cycle. Due to the restriction of MIPAS data to a period of low Sun activity the comparison is limited to this condition (F10.7 index below 75). The comparison has been carried out for three periods: equinox (including MIPAS data for the months of March, April, May, September, October and November for 2008 and 2009; see Table 1 ) for low Ap (<15), and for high Ap (>15); and for the Northern hemisphere winter for low (<15) Ap. In all cases only MIPAS daytime data were taken into account.
[62] For equinox conditions and high Ap, the distribution of MIPAS NO number density is very similar to that of HALOE+SME, except that the "valley" at tropical latitudes is less pronounced in MIPAS observations (see Figure 18 ). Taking the ratio of the two distributions at common latitudes and altitudes, we see that MIPAS observations are generally larger, by factors of 1 to about 2.5. The differences are more pronounced between 50°S and 50°N above around 130 km, where the ratio brackets from 1.4 and 2.5, and at auroral latitudes in the 110-120 km region where the ratio is between 1 and 1.5. There are little differences between high and low Ap conditions. The maximum of the NO density seems to be a few (∼2) kilometers higher in MIPAS data.
[63] For winter conditions in the Northern hemisphere, the NO density distribution in both data sets show similar features as for equinox. MIPAS NO density is also larger with similar ratios to those for equinox.
[64] The climatology of Siskind et al. [1998] was composed from HALOE data that measured in occultation (i.e. sunrise and sunset), and from SME data, that were taken in the late afternoon. We have included in this comparison only daytime data for MIPAS, taken at 10 am (local time). HALOE measurements were taken only up to 125 km. Above that altitude only SME data were included but a large fraction of SME data were limited to 140 km and the values above until 160 km were extrapolated assuming diffusive equilibrium [Siskind et al., 1998 ]. Hence, the large discrepancies between MIPAS and HALOE/SME, obtained above around 130 km (see Figure 18 ), might be due to that assumption.
[65] The second largest difference between MIPAS and HALOE+SME is found in the polar regions in the 100-120 km altitude range. The HALOE mixing ratios were limited to 70°S to 70°N and therefore the HALOE+SME climatology in the polar regions is composed of SME data only. HALOE data are higher by about 20-60% than SME at auroral latitudes (50-70°) in this altitude region [Siskind et al., 1998 ]. Hence the MIPAS-HALOE/SME differences are in agreement with the previous HALOE-SME differences.
[66] Figure 19 shows the variability of MIPAS NO daytime number density with Ap for equinox conditions under low Sun F10.7 values for equator (25°S-25°N) and auroral (50°S-70°S and 50°N-70°N) latitudes. As expected, the variability near the equator is very small, while it is rather large (about a factor of 2) for auroral latitudes. Comparison of MIPAS with HALOE and SME NO for similar conditions as in work by Siskind et al. [1998] reveals that MIPAS is larger by a factor of 1.4 than HALOE at the peak. This factor reduces to 1.25 if both daytime and nighttime MIPAS data are included. The altitude of the peak in MIPAS is located at 110 km, a few kilometers higher than in HALOE. Since HALOE measured larger values than SME [Siskind et al., 1998 ], MIPAS NO density is also significantly larger than SME.
[67] The MIPAS measurements of thermospheric NO represent the first observational data set for both day and night conditions. This allows to extract unique information about NO diurnal variations and provide important observational constraints onto the involved photochemistry.
[68] Figure 20 shows the observed seasonal day-night differences of thermospheric NO, corresponding to the observations taken at 10 am and 10 pm local times. NO concentrations are up to 140% higher at daytime in the middle thermosphere above approximately 120-130 km, most pronounced at tropical and midlatitudes regions. An opposite behavior is observed in the lower thermosphere, particularly in the polar regions. There, daytime NO concentrations are about 10-50% smaller than during night.
[69] The diurnal cycle of thermospheric NO is mainly controlled by the competition of production via the highly temperature-dependent reaction pathway R2 and losses by photolysis and the cannibalistic reaction R4. Both production and losses are much faster during daytime. During night, chemistry is rather slow, and vertical redistribution gets more important. Increasing daytime NO enhancements with altitude in the extra-polar regions are related to increasing temperatures, favoring NO buildup via R2, hence resulting in a net NO production. In the lower thermosphere, where temperatures are lower, N( 4 S)-related NO production (R2) is less efficient and losses start to dominate. Higher nighttime concentrations are often found in the lower thermosphere around 110-120 km, most pronounced in the auroral regions, i.e., where NO production is highest. Cannibalistic destruction of NO with N (R4), being more pronounced at daytime, is also stronger in the auroral regions due to the increased availability of odd nitrogen. The smaller diurnal amplitude in the extra-polar lower thermosphere indicates that there the odd nitrogen partitioning is closer to equilibrium. The observed behavior of diurnal variations in the extra-polar and auroral lower thermosphere are in good qualitative and quantitative agreement with model simulations [Bailey et al., 2002] .
[70] As discussed in Section 6, the observed diurnal amplitude in the tropical and midlatitudes middle thermo- Figure 18 . Comparison of NO number density (molecules/ cm 3 ) for daytime, equinox, low Sun activity and high Ap from (top) MIPAS observations with (middle) the HALOE and SME climatology [Siskind et al., 1998 ]. (bottom) Ratio of MIPAS to HALOE/SME climatology.
sphere might be underestimated due to smoothing errors related to the use of NOEM daytime NO as a priori information for nighttime conditions. However, this does not disable a future quantitative analysis of the observed diurnal variations by means of model-data comparisons if MIPAS averaging kernels are considered. Though beyond the scope of this study, such comparisons on an extended time period (i.e., covering seasonal variability) will provide an opportunity to test thermospheric odd nitrogen photochemistry in detail. The outcome of such study will also be very useful to improve the a priori knowledge of nighttime NO to be included in future versions of the data.
Summary and Conclusions
[71] We have presented vertically resolved thermospheric temperature and NO abundances (data versions V4O_T_611 and V4O_NO_611) which have been retrieved simultaneously from spectrally resolved 5.3 mm emissions recorded by MIPAS in its upper atmospheric observation mode during [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] . These measurements are unique since they represent the first global observations of temperature and NO for both day and night conditions taken from space. The retrieval algorithm, embedded in the IMK/IAA scientific MIPAS level 2 processor, accounts for vibrational, rotational and spin-orbit non-LTE distributions of NO. It has further been optimized to cope with the high spatial and temporal variability of thermospheric NO by means of simultaneous fitting of horizontal gradients and the use of a ln(NO) parameter space.
[72] Retrieved polar temperature and NO profiles have a vertical resolution of 5-10 km at 115-150 km, getting coarser below and above. In the tropical and mid-altitude regions, due to the generally smaller signal-to-noise ratio, vertical resolutions range between 10 and 20 km. Retrieved NO abundances depend strongly on the assumptions made on thermospheric atomic oxygen which has been taken from the NRL-MSISE-00 model. However, our NO observations can be compared to model results in a consistent manner by applying a simple correction based on the ratios of model and NRL-MSISE-00 atomic oxygen. In contrast, retrieved T k depends only weakly on atomic oxygen. Other systematic error sources as atomic nitrogen uncertainties and the propensity for spin-conserving collisions, largely controlling thermospheric spin non-LTE distributions, lead to minor retrieval errors of 10-20 K for temperature, and 5-10% for NO. The total single measurement retrieval error is hence dominated by instrumental noise. The typical precision of the retrieved NO profiles is 10-20% for auroral conditions and 20-40% in the extra-polar regions. The precision of T k observations is better than 40 K (70 K) for auroral (extrapolar) conditions. Precision can be improved by averaging of profiles without introducing significant statistical biases related to retrieval nonlinearities.
[73] Retrievals performed on synthetic spectra have proven that MIPAS T k and NO profiles observed under auroral conditions are rather insensitive to smoothing errors related to the mapping of a priori profile shapes. For extrapolar and low A p conditions, such smoothing errors might get significant. Particularly, a potential systematic smoothing error in the retrieved nighttime T k and NO profiles under such conditions has been identified in the comparison of MIPAS observations to TIME-GCM simulations. Related artifacts in comparisons to independent data can be avoided by application of the MIPAS averaging kernel including its T k -NO crosstalk elements.
[74] MIPAS temperatures on 22 July 2005 agree very well with TIME-GCM simulations within 20 K, except for the polar summer middle thermosphere and NH midlatitude lower thermosphere, where differences reach up to 70 K. Observed NO abundances on this particular day, however, are considerably larger in the auroral regions than in the simulations.
[75] We have constructed a solar minimum monthly climatology of thermospheric temperature and NO from MIPAS observations taken during [2008] [2009] . Temperature distributions agree on average well with existing climatologies (i.e., NRLMSISE-00), but some systematic differences exist. Thus, MIPAS temperatures are generally colder than MSIS in the polar middle thermosphere (mainly in the summer polar region) by up to 40 K; and are generally warmer than MSIS in the lower thermosphere around 120-125 km by 10-40 K.
[76] Contrary to MSIS, we have observed a seasonal phase shift of the polar summer temperature maximum toward the preceding equinox. The nature of this phase shift is not clear and dedicated studies will be required to analyze this feature in detail. Further, MIPAS temperatures tend to be generally higher around 120 km. A possible cold bias of MSIS has already been described in previous studies [Gardner et al., 2005 [Gardner et al., , 2007 using limited data sets. Our observations corroborate these findings on a global scale and a large time period.
[77] Seasonal thermospheric NO distributions have been compared to the NOEM empirical model based on SNOE observations. This comparison represents an indirect crossvalidation of the SNOE solar maximum NO climatology based on observations during 1998-2000 and our MIPAS climatology for solar minimum conditions. In general, very good agreement is found, except for the polar regions above around 120 km, where NOEM provides 20-60% higher concentrations.
[78] A comparison of MIPAS NO number density with the previous climatology for the declining phases of the solar cycle based on HALOE and SME data shows that MIPAS NO is generally larger with values ranging from 10 to 40%, except in the auroral region and at the equatorial latitudes above 130 km where the MIPAS/HALOE+SME ratio varies from 1.6 to 2. Large perturbations due to auroral activity (correlation with Ap index) are seen at high latitudes in MIPAS data.
[79] MIPAS provides the first observations of thermospheric nighttime NO from space, having the potential to improve significantly our knowledge on the diurnal variations and involved photochemical processes. Observed daynight differences show diurnal enhancements of up to 140% in the tropical and mid-latitudes middle thermosphere. In the polar regions, below about 140 km, daytime NO concentrations are about 10-50% smaller than during night. The observed behavior of diurnal variations in the auroral lower thermosphere are in good qualitative and quantitative agreement with model simulations [Bailey et al., 2002] .
[80] Future studies will focus on the detailed analysis of NO diurnal variations in the thermosphere by means comprehensive model-data comparisons. Such comparisons will provide the opportunity to test thermospheric odd nitrogen photochemistry in detail. The outcome of such study will also be very useful to improve the a priori knowledge of nighttime NO to be included in future versions of the data.
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